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Abstract- The WSN(wireless sensor network)is a collection of 
little energy forced devices that is called sensor nodes. The  
most worth for a long time of WSN is the better utilize of 
energy source in a sensor node. Clustering techniques are 
utilized to communicate with cluster-head and base station.  
When the CH is far off from the base station, it increases the 
energy consumption and decreases the lifetime of WSN.There 
are several cluster formation methods utilized in WSN. In 
which, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to form the 
energy able clusters with the aid of the optimal choice of 
cluster head, is an able optimization algorithm. This paper 
presents a review on WSN for leach protocol using 
Optimization method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A WSN is a group of sensor nodes communicating 
through radio signals in serial to sense, monitor, and explain 
some phenomena.These are very efficient in power usage and 
wireless communication and are available at low cost. These 
sensor nodes can sense the atmosphere situations as  pressure, 
temperature, sound,pollutants, humidity,movement, and 
several other situations as low sampling rate, acoustic, infrared 
, seismic,  thermal visual ,and radar [1]. 
 

 
Fig 1: Wireless Sensor network 

 
WSN  are typically energy limited and an energy-

efficient algorithm for routing is preferred for inceasing to 
time the network lifetime. WSNs  consist of a huge number of 
energy-constrained nodes with limited battery resources that 
are hard to recharge or return. In WSN, each recharges or 

replace of batteries of nodes may not be likely. Several 
methods for enhancing the energy performance in energy-
constrained and distributed WSNs have been present. The 
limited energy and communication capability of nodes create 
it  essential to plan a protocol for routing in WSNs so that data 
later sensing can be transferred to the recipient[2]. 

 
II. CHALLENGES IN WSN 

 
a) Energy Support- 

 
The main restraint in a WSN is less energy support of 

sensor nodes. Once they are utilized they could not be 
recharged. Thus at present to arrange vitality productive WSN 
is an extraordinary challenges. 
 
b) In Real Time Environment-  

 
WSN control true conditions. As a rule, sensor 

information must be obtaininside time limitations so that 
proper perceptions can be made or moves made. Not very 
many results exist to date about meeting ongoing prerequisites 
in WSN. 
 
c) Ad-Hoc Deployment- 

 
Sensor nodes are appropriated haphazardly in 

required checking field. for instance –for monitoring forest 
actions they are fall from the plane. Then sensor nodes form 
an substructure and own create connections with other nodes.  
 
d) Wireless Channel-.  

 
The wireless channel is temperamental in nature, and 

various marvels can keep a transmitted parcel from achieving 
a collector. One such marvel is impedance. In the event that 
two autonomous transmitters transmit on the same channel 
such that their signs cover, they may degenerate each other's 
sign at a collector's radio. [3]This requires the transmitter to 
re-transmit, in the need of additional time and energy. So to 
maintain efficient wireless channel is a huge challenge today. 
 
e) Fault Tolerance- 

Sensor nodes are leaning to dissatisfaction due to 
unattended atmosphere. Sensor node may come up short 
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because of equipment or programming issue or vitality 
depletion. On the off chance that a couple of sensor nodes 
fizzle, working protocol ought to handle this kind of fault 
tolerance. 
 

III. LEACH PROTOCOL 
 

 One of the well-known WSN clustering protocols is 
the LEACH protocol.[4]. It selects the CH based on 
probability distribution function. The protocol  replicate a two-
phase step such as steady state phase and a setup phase and. 
CH election is completed time to time and in a randomized 
manner during the setup stage. The steady-state phase is 
distributed into a number of frames. Each frame is separated 
equally into slots, one for each live node. During each frame, 
every sensor node transmits the data to its CH, and then the 
CH transmits the collected information to the base station. 
With this technique, LEACH titles to poise energy 
consumption of the sensor nodes. But, it does not guarantee 
good distribution or uniform illustration of the cluster heads. 
In spitefulness of its un equivalence in CH depiction, LEACH 
is considered a testing benchmark for most WSN clustering 
algorithms. etc. 
 

 
Fig 2: Clustering methods 

 
LEACH operations are separated into two phases:  

1. Setup phase  
2. Steady phase 
 
In setup phase , every node is independent of other 

node. Then it will form cluster and cluster head (CH) is 
selected for every cluster. Setup phase are used to decrease the 
overhead cost. During steady phase, the non clusterhead nodes 
starts detecting data and directs it to their cluster-head 
permitting to the TDM schedule. The cluster-head node, after 
getting data from every the member nodes,  joins it and then 
illustrates it to the base-station . Steady Phase consists of  Data 
Transmission and Schedule Creation. LEACH protocol 
occasionallychooses the CH nodes and re-begins the clusters 
allowing to a round time, which confirms energy indulgence 
of each node in the network is relatively evenly [5]. 

A. Advantage of LEACH[6]: 
 
 It is a fully distributed approach.  
 It does’ntrequire any global information of network.  
 Its a essay and powerful  routing protocol.  
 It utilizes random rotation of CH, thatgiveallnode to turn 

into a CH node in a stage. 
 It uses TDMA suchwhichall node can contribute in 

rounds concurrently.  
 All sensor node communicates only with associated CH. 

It offers localized co-initiation and manage for cluster 
operation and setup.  

 Only a CH node sums the data composed by the nodes to 
decrease the data redundancy. B.  

 
Disadvantage of LEACH [6]:  

 
 In LEACH Protocol only CH is in charge for referring 

information to base station (BS) straight. So, miscarriage 
of CHs leads to lack of robustness.  

 Single Hop Routing technique is used in LEACH 
Protocol, which requires high energy for data 
transmission from CH to BS directly in case of large 
network.  

 Collection of CH in any round is random and does not 
consider energy level of node, which can guide to 
drainage of a actual node 

 Dynamic clustering method is utilized in LEACH 
thateffects in extra overheadas selection of CHs and 
advertisement. 

 
IV. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 
 
PSO is a very simple, operative, and proficient 

optimization algorithm. PSO is helpful to explore the search 
place. It is easy to device& it can be applied for both scientific 
research and engineering use. In PSO, a global fitness function 
is used by all the particles in the swarm. In this, No 
overlapping and transmutation calculation speed is precise 
fast. It evaluates the fitness of each and every particle. It 
occupies the larger optimization ability and it complete very 
easily. Particles in traditional PSO show the 
applicantexplanations to a single optimization problem. PSO 
based algorithm is used to detect the optimal sink location to 
the nodes to create the network more energy proficient. Some 
of the methods are utilized to better the network generation of 
WSN:  
 Energy-efficient routing  
 locating optimal sink position.  
 Data fusion algorithm  
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PSO is more strong and tranquil to achieve the 
solution for real world environmental observing and data 
collection problems [7]. PSO is an experimental global 
optimization scheme set frontward initially through  Eberhart 
and Doctor Kennedy  in 1995. It is originated from swarm 
knowledge and is centered on the analysis of  fish and birds 
flock movement manners. Since far as PSO algorithm is 
apprehensive solution swamis related to the birds swarm, the 
birds’ moving from one area to another is similar to the 
development of the solution swarm, useful data is same to the 
most positive solution & the food resource is same to the most 
idealist solution during the whole course[8].  
 

V. CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES IN WSN 
 
A. CACC:  

 
Clustering Algorithm based on Cell Combination [9] 

In this paper author planned a clustering algorithm that 
reinforced cell amalgamation for the networks. Nodes 
scatteredclosely and also the energy of nodes is 
commonlyregulated. In this algorithm, the compliancearea is 
split into polygon cells by seeing the geographic location data 
of nodes. Every cluster consists of a minimum of seven 
polygonal shape cells. Nodes with same cluster 
characteristicsgentle a cluster and also the CH in every cluster 
is selective from the central cell of each cluster. The method 
of the cellsyield into account nearly circular so as to enhance 
energy potency and channel recycle. 

 
B. VAP-E: Energy-Efficient Clustering -Virtual Area 
Partition [10]  

 
In this authors projected an energy clustering 

algorithmic program that supported virtual space partition in 
mixed networks environments wherever the peak transmission 
power of each node could also be fullychanged. Authors found 
that VAP-E will stable the load between clusters, enhance the 
energy potency of sensing element nodes, persist the period of 
time of networks, and increase the potency of 
communications. Match this algorithmic program by authors 
with significance LEACH-E and LEACH  and placed which 
VAP-E will improve the  network lifetime and soundness 
amount with identical simulation condition.  
 
C. CFL:  

 
Clustering for Localization [11] Authors estimated a 

clustering algorithm that uses a joint weight operate and 
attempts to share the device nodes so a smallest variety of 
clusters with utmost variety of device nodes in each cluster 
can be achieved. The weight functions at every sensor node 

that may be a grouping of various parameters including: 
residual energy, variety ofnieghbours and transmission power. 
Actually,  an algorithmic rule is planned for localization in 
WSNs in CFL clustering. It's incompetent to figure one the 
distribution of device nodes isn’t sensible.  
 
D. FoVs: 

  
Overlapped Field of View [12] Authors intended a 

clustering algorithmic rule for wireless transmission device 
networks supported overlapped Field of read (FoV) areas. The 
involvement of this algorithmic rule is discoveryof the 
intersection two-dimensional figure and computing the 
overlapped areas confirm to a certain clusters and govern 
cluster membership. For dense networks, intersectingFoVs 
causes wasting power of the system due to dismissed sensing 
of the world. The object of the clustering technique is 
elongating network life span and energy preservation. 
 
E. PEGASIS (Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor 
Information Systems):   

 
PEGASIS [13], variety chains from sensor nodes 

rather than dividing nodes in cluster, so that all nodes transfer 
to and receives from a nearest node of its neighbor and from 
which chain only selected to the one node and to transfer data 
in the sink (BS). The data gathered is aggregated by node and 
forwards it from node to node in the chain which handovers 
with the BS. A greedy algorithm chain construction 
performance is found in PEGASIS  
 

 
Fig 3:PEGASIS routing protocol 

 
F. TEEN (Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor 
Network Protocol) and Adaptive TEEN:  

 
In TEEN, the CHs send a difficult and soft threshold 

value of an aspect to generate a sensor node. It allows transmit 
data only from node when the know attribute is in the range of 
concern, so number of broadcast is reduced. When a node 
logic at the solid threshold it send data in the present cluster 
period if the difficult threshold value is lesser than from 
present cost of the know attribute, and the sense value be 
different from present cost of the know attribute through an 
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amount the same to or bigger than the soft threshold. Soft 
threshold also decrease the amount of transmission if there is a 
no change or small in the rate of know attribute. Thus in both 
strategy energy reduce transmitting messages is occurred. 
 
G. PSO-Clustering [14]  

 
Authors proposed PSO-clustering which have four 

variants of PSO: PSO-TVIW (PSO with time changing inertia 
weight), PSO-TVAC (PSO with time changing acceleration 
constants), HPSO-TVAC (hierarchical PSO-TVAC) and PSO-
SSM (PSO with supervisor student mode) for energy aware 
clustering in WSNs. This algorithm is appropriate only when 
all node has fixed Omni-directional transmission range, the 
sensor field should be mapped into a 2-Dimensional space and 
nodes are by chance distributed. pastlocation of the nodes, the 
nodes are static and the location of the nodes are called as the 
base station. The base station turns the clustering algorithm 
and updates nodes about their cluster-head and all nodes 
should have same transmission ranges and hardware 
configurations.  
 
H. PSO-C:  

 
Centralized-PSO [15] Authors recommended 

centralized-PSO algorithms, where the nodes that have energy 
up average energy resource are chosen since the CH. In this 
authors also associate this algorithm with LEACH protocol 
and with LEACH-C. Simulation results display that PSO 
outperform to LEACH and LEACH-C in term of network life 
time and throughput etc. It also outperforms GA and K-means 
based clustering algorithms.  
 
I. MST-PSO: 

 
minimum Spanning Tree-PSO [16] recommended by 

Authorsthat is depend on weighted graph clustering algorithm 
in the WSNs. The optimized path amid the nodes and its CHs 
is observed from the complete optimal tree depend on energy 
consumption. Choice of CH is to make on the energy available 
to nodes and Euclidean distance to its near node in the optimal 
tree. Others have concluded which network lifetime does not 
hang on on the base station location or residual energy of the 
node. Once the topology decided to, then network life time 
develops almost settled. Author’s shows two techniques for 
refining network life time: reduce the startup energy ingesting 
of the transmitter and receiver, and adjusted the network 
topology. 
 
 
 
 

VI. ENERGY ANALYSIS 
 

The sensor delivers the data straight to sink. If the 
sink is far off, a big amount of transfer power from any node 
will immediately drain nodes and it decreases system lifetime. 
By using routing protocol each node is acts as routers for other 
node's data in accumulation to sensing data. And this protocol 
is used to neglect energy indulgence of receiver intermediate 
nodes. While making the substructure, the process of setting 
up the routes is greatly influenced by energy considerations. 
The multihop routing will obtainless energy. thus multihop 
routing protocols introduces important overhead for topology  
MAC and management. sometime sensors are 
distributedhaphazardly over an district and multi-hop routing 
becomes unavoidable [17] for large area energy consumptions, 
better FZ-LEACH has been introduced. 
 
A. IMPROVED FZ-LEACH:  

 
For large scale deployments, very small clusters does 

not provide energy efficiently. So, it decreases the network 
time of WSN. The latest energy efficient clustering protocol is 
better FZ-LEACH. It can reduce the Far-Zone issues. Far-
LEACH is a faction of sensor nodes which are placed in areas 
with  minor energies. The statement between the nodes and 
Sink is created on the energy consumption . The 
communicating nodes are in active mode and the left over 
nodes will be in sleep mode, for this sleep scheduling 
algorithm has been utilizing. LEACH-C all node directs their 
present area information and remaining energy level to the 
sink. The better FZ-LEACH algorithm overtakes LEACH in 
terms of  network lifetime and energy consumption. [18] 
Energy efficiency is important in some applications of WSN, 
especially when sensor nodes are situated in non-accessible 
areas like battlefield [9]. For those applications solar-ware 
LEACH (sLEACH) has been involved to maximize the 
lifetime of WSN by solar power. sLEACH a few nodes are 
simplified by solar power and these nodes will work since CH 
mainly contingent upon their solar status. Both LEACH and 
LEACH-C are extended by sLEACH [19].  
 
B. SOLAR-AWARECENTRALIZEDLEACH:  

 
Through utilizing  solar-aware Centralized , Central 

control algorithm LEACH CH are chosen through the Base 
station. Base station usually chooses solar powered nodes that 
have highest residual energy. In LEACH nodes send their 
solar status to base station within  nodes and energy with 
larger energy are designated since CH. Performance of sensor 
network is increased when number of solar-aware nodes is 
increased. Sensor network lifetime also depends upon the 
sunDuration. If the sunDuration is shorter CH handover is also 
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presented in sLEACH [20]. If node serving as CH is 
successively on battery and a node in cluster send data with 
flag, it denoted as solar power is increased, and this node will 
become cluster-head instead of place first its serving as 
cluster-head. 
 

VII. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
SatyeshSharan Singh et.Al in this paper, author goes 

to survey the applying of particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
in WSN over one of a kind  of clustering headquartered 
algorithm systems like LEACH,LEACH-C, PEGASIS, and so 
on In WSN sensors are randomly deployed within the sensor 
discipline which brings the insurance policy quandary, 
Accordingly vigor and protection problem are very scarce 
assets for such sensor programs and has to be 
controlintelligently so as to extend the lifetime of the sensors 
and maximizing insurance policy at some point of a particular 
task. In earlier a number of cluster established algorithm and 
procedures were used. In this paper creator also find out all 
type of PSO based algorithm, their application and difficulty 
over reward methods to beat the issues of low vigour and 
insurance policy of sensor range [21]. Alisha Gupta et.Al on 
this paper,writer proposed LEACH_HE wherein 
confidentiality method i.e.  

 
LEACH protocol introduced by Homomorphic 

encryption. In homomorphism encryption knowledge may also 
be aggregated algebraically with out decryption and for that 
reason less vigor consumption. Simulation outcome are 
obtained in phrases of three metrics- whole vigour consumed, 
quantity of knowledge transmitted and quantity of nodes alive. 
It is discovered that the efficiency of LEACH_HE is quite just 
like LEACH [22]. 

 
Luan et al. [23] present an algorithm depend on 

LEACH through combining  Residual Energy and Node 
Degree of WSNs. Since the battery capacity and memory size 
for node is limited in the WSNs, the proficient routing 
protocol designing is one of the most critical challenges for 
reducing the energy enhancing and utilization  the life span of 
the network. The author analyzed LEACH protocol and its 
limitations and present the latest weight defined through 
utilizing the remaining energy and node degree of node. This 
algorithm selects CH depend on the assigned weight. 
Simulation results proved by the better algorithm NDEA 
(Node Degree and Energy-Aware routing protocol) algorithm 
that optimize the clustering of network, balance network load 
and get better the network lifetime greatly. 

 
Beiranvand et al. [24] present I-LEACH that selects a 

node with higher remaining energy, many numbers of 

neighbors, and smaller distance to the BS as CH node. depend 
on the CH formation, each the sensor nodes managed to shape 
the clusters in such a way to maximize WSN lifetime and 
minimize average energy dissipation per each sensor node. 
Using MATLAB simulator, I-LEACH algorithm is simulated 
and the performance is compared with algorithms such as 
LEACH, DBS, and LEACH-C algorithms. Outcome proved 
that I-LEACH expanded the efficiency at the least sixty five%, 
decreases the consumption of power as much as sixty two%, 
and improves the effectively PDR through at the least fifty 
six% as compared to the these algorithms for WSN. 

 
PratyayKuilaet. Al This paper presents Linear/ 

Nonlinear Programming(LP/NLP) formulations of the 
problems adopted through means of two proposed algorithms 
for the identical centered on particles warm 
optimization(PSO).The routing algorithm is developed with an 
effective particle encoding scheme and multi-purpose fitness 
perform. The clustering algorithm is provided with the aid of 
considering vigor conservation of the nodes through means of 
load balancing. The present algorithms are experimented 
generally and the outcome are when put next with the existing 
algorithms to illustrate their superiority in phrases of network 
life, power consumption, useless sensor nodes and supply of 
complete knowledge packets to the base station [25] 

 
Jeong-Hun Lee et.Al (2013), on this be trained, 

authors propose mathematical models for a routing protocol 
(network design) under distinctive useful resource restrictions 
inside a wireless sensor community. We bear in mind two 
forms of constraints: the gap amid the linking sensors and the 
vigor utilized by the sensors. The proposed models purpose to 
establish power-effective paths that shrink the energy 
consumption of the community from the source sensor to the 
base station. The computational outcome exhibit that the 
awarded units can be utilized efficiently and applied to 
different community design contexts with useful resource 
restrictions (e.g., to multi-stage give chain networks) [26]. 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 
In WSN the main purpose of using energy proficient 

routing protocol is to raise the life span of network. One of the 
most efficient routing protocols is LEACH. A lot of 
descendant protocols have been resulted from LEACH 
protocol.We have found that the some energy proficient 
algorithms increases the network life span Although every 
effort has been made to provide complete and accurate state of 
the art review on energy efficient clustering algorithms. 
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